
Family 
Mediation
Providing 
positive solutions 
for your family

Professional mediation experts helping your 
family with decision making for all matters 
arising from conflict & separation



Family Mediation

Family separations can involve considerable pain and financial hardship.   
Family mediation can help you and your partner seek solutions without 
the stress or cost of having to go to court.  

A Family mediation specialist is a qualified, independent third party who 
will help you and your partner talk through matters arising from divorce, 
separation or family breakdown, including:

•  Whether you wish to separate?

•  The divorce process

•  If you have already separated, help you find solutions in relation 
    to finances, property and children

Mediation is designed to give all parties space to explore all options 
available to them, protecting parenting relationships and helping you and 
your family move forward constructively, positively and cost effectively.

Contact us now for a free, confidential conversation.  

Fast, cost effective resolutions designed to help 
people resolve family dispute or conflict

A fully qualified family mediator and 
collaborative lawyer.

Naomi specialises in children matters 
and guiding families through the 
various processes, whether it be 
divorce, dissolution of a civil 
partnership or separation, supporting 
them to move forwards positively.

Meet Naomi Lelliott



What happens
when mediation has 
been completed?

As family mediation specialists, we understand the emotional pain, 
financial pressures and stress experienced during separation and family 
conflict. We offer a free, confidential initial conversation to answer 
any concerns or questions you may have, and to explore the options 
available for you, your partner and your family.

The family mediation process helps you and your partner explore 
the varying ways of moving forward in a safe environment, enabling 
you to communicate effectively and discover solutions that suit your 
individual circumstances.  

We are specially trained to focus on the needs of all involved, especially 
children and can help you to find solutions collectively. 

Arrange your free, confidential conversation with Naomi. 

Naomi Lelliott
Family Mediator & Collaborative Lawyer

E:  nlelliott@excellolaw.co.uk
T:  0845 257 9449 
M:  07594 001 077
W: Find me on www.excellolaw.co.uk  

At which point should we 
contact a family mediator?

I am worried about 
costs for mediation?

What do I 
need to bring 
with me to 
a mediation 
session? What is the mediation 

set up and does it 
involve my partner?

How do costs 
compare to 
going to court?

Why should 
we try 
mediation?

Will I be safe during mediation?



In readiness, we may need to discuss some details with you in the 
strictest confidence. To help you prepare, we recommend that you 
write down the following information prior to our conversation:    

•  A brief summary of your situation
•  Your personal details
•  Children’s details (if applicable)

•  Your solicitor’s details and those of the other party

Just a few brief comments from Clients we have assisted 
in the past...

Contact details:

Naomi Lelliott
Family Mediator & Collaborative Lawyer

E:  nlelliott@excellolaw.co.uk
T:  0845 257 9449 
M:  07594 001 077
W: Find me on www.excellolaw.co.uk  

Speak to your local family mediation expert 
for your free, initial telephone conversation.  

“Naomi pointed me in the right 
direction of a very important 
situation in my life as I feel very 
confident in using your services 
when the time occurs.”

“Not only does Naomi 
possess the knowledge 
and experience 
required, she presents 
information with 
professionalism 
alongside offering 
sincere kindness, 
understanding and 
support to me, for what 
was a very difficult 
chapter in my life.”

“She has outstanding mediating 
skills, really thinks deeply about 
her clients’ best interests.”


